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Flowering patterns for 2016-2017 :  It is almost July, & an occasional Toowoomba flame tree 

still has a few flowers. The only brachy showing signs of possible future floral activity in my 

garden is BV1, which has numerous little green blobs showing on its branches, & they are 

minutely larger than they were a month ago. But they could be leaf buds, or become so, as 

petals are just transformed leaves.  

Hybrid flowers last summer at Beachmere : At Brent Vieritz’s property he has a paddock 

containing many F2 trees from about 30 clones of Robin Hood that I had collected seed from 

at one time or another. Brent also had planted quite a number of megaphyllus x Rosalind (an 

excellens) plants, & a few miscellaneous hybrids of unknown parentage that Merv Hodge 

had given him at the time that Merv’s memory was faulty due to a mysterious viral attack. 

(It later came good, but he could not recall events from the few months of his illness).    

 The first image, not matching my paragraph title, is of Brent’s variegated 

megaphyllus hybrid (no flower yet), which is one of only two variegated brachychitons that I 

know of, & the nicest. 

 The next 3 images are of megaphyllus hybrids, showing the range of flower tints 

among them; the third one is really pastel. On this visit I was still much affected by my heart 

working to regulations, so I took no cuttings of anything. Shall rectify this oversight this 

coming spring. A plant I  supplied to Joe Bletchley had flowers of similar hue & size to the 

first flower below (second image).  None of my plants of this cross have yet flowered, due to 

Toowoomba’s colder climate. 

 



   

 



 

 

 The next three images are all of Big Pink x Rosalind, & the first displays the dark hairy 

bracts inherited from Big Pink. The third shows some of the colour transitions (they darken), 

inherited from Big Pink, as the flowers age. This cross is highly variable as both parents are 

themselves hybrids.   



 

 



 

 New unflowered hybrids : I am sure Trevor Garrad & Des Boorman have some 

interesting new hybrids on hand or on the way, & I hope to catch up with both of them in 

the coming year. In the meantime, I have healthy seedlings of a few crosses that may just 

flower for me this spring. If not, then I shall have to cultivate patience, & concentrate on a 

few small shrubs I am tinkering with. The first image below is the female parent, Big Pink, of 

my most advanced seedlings, apart from the crosses similar to those I snapped at Brent’s.  

His plants flower earlier because he is directly adjacent to the Pacific Ocean.   



 

 The second image, below, is of a battered flower of the male parent, which Brent 

calls Merv’s Flat Red, which is another seedling Merv gave him, & whose flower Merv has 

yet to see. It is almost certainly an excellens, & like Big Pink has a diameter of 8 cm. I don’t 

yet have a plant of this either, but have enough seedlings that I should get some with 

equally-sized flowers. If none are dark red I shall have to get a cutting or 3 off this shrub. 



 

 Less advanced are seedlings of B. velutinosus x Rosalind, which have been kept in 

smaller pots & only lightly fertilised. They should end up as largeish trees eventually.  

Other flowers from last summer : The image below is of B. muellerianus, & the next one is 

of BV1, a very long-flowering hybrid between bidwillii & Mt White. The flowers are like a 

good bidwillii, but pale on the first day like Mt White.   



 

 



 Battered bottletree soldiers on : This B. rupestris tree some 8 km from Lowood, on 

the road I regularly take from Toowoomba to that town (because Peter Bevan’s excellent 

native nursery is there), suffered a severe encounter with, I was told, a harrows device some 

ten years ago. It still is well leaved & looking happy although totally lacking the fibrous 

centre of a normal member of its species.  

  



 

Below, a shot from the inside looking out.  

 



 A buttress-rooted kurrajong : This contented-looking kurrajong is sited in front of a 

church in a main street of Warwick. 

 

 Seeds available : I have quite a lot of seed available of various excellens clones (some 

pollinated by themselves, & some by known other excellens clones) & of bidwillii,  & small 

amounts of seed of muellerianus & of Cania Gorge. The latter is an unusual form of bidwillii 

with large & almost unlobed leaves, & distinctive pink flowers, green at the base. See page 

62 of my brachy book. Unusually for a bidwillii, it sets few seed, & may be a separate entity 

(taxon).                  Contact me if you want seeds. I also have oldish seed of rupestris, discolor, 

Jasper Belle, & forms of bidwillii. All brachy seed is attractive to rodents & large birds like 

crows, which seem able to smell newly planted seed in particular.  

 BEST WISHES TO EVERYONE FOR THE SECOND HALF OF 2017.     

  

  

 



 




